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While the Editor and Publisher of this book have made reasonable efforts to
ensure the accuracy and timeliness of; the information contained herein. nei-
ther the Editor nor the Publisher shall have any liability with respect to loss or

damage caused or alleged to be caused by reliance on any information con-
tained herein.
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reserved. Printed in the United States of America. Except as permitted under
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reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a data
base or retrieval system, without the prior written permisssion of the pub-
lisher.
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The sponsoring editor for this book was Daniel A. Gonneau and the
production supervisor was Thomas G. Kowalczyk.

Printed and bound by R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company.

Tenth Edition (August 1993)

This is a major revision of the IBM Dictionary of Computing, SC‘20-1699-8,
which is made obsolete by this edition. Changes are made periodically to the
information provided herein.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information about.
IBM products (machines and programs), programming. or services that are
not announced in your country. Such references or information must not be
construed to mean that IBM intends to announce such IBM products, pro-

gramming. or services in your country. Comments may be addressed to IBM
Corporation, Department E37t656, R O. Box 12195, Research Triangle Park,
NC 27709.

 
International Edition

Copyright © [994 by International Business Machines Corporation. Exclusive
rights by McGraw-Hill, Inc. for manufacture and export. This book cannot be
re—exported from the country to which it is consigned by McGraw-Hill. The
International Edition is not available in North America.
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application load list (ALL)

application load list (ALL) 1n SPPS II, a list of
application definition records [ADRs) that are grouped
for a particular application load.

application management Functions in the application
iayer related to the management of Open System Intel'-
connection application processes. (T)

application message handler (AMH) In ACF/
TCAM, a user-defined routine that processes messages
received by the message corrlrol program (MCI’) from
an application program or sent by the MCP to an
application program. See device message handler.
inlernodal message handler. message handler.

application mode In DPPX. the privilege mode that
allows processing of all instructions. except
s'ttpervisor—privileged or lilo-privileged instructions.
See also lit) mode. master mode. supervisor mode.

application object In SAA Advanced Common User
Access architecture, a form that an application pro-
vides for a user; for example, a spreadsheet form.
Contrast with user object.

application object name In the IBM 'lrnnchltts
system. the name by which the application host knows
the object. The name provided by the application host
when an object is stored. See also object name.

application option In SAA Common User Access
architecture, a choice programmers may implcu'tent in
their applications. See also user option.

application-oriented language (I) A programming
language that has Facilities or notations useful for
solving problems in one or more specific classes of
applications. such as numerical scientific. business
data processing, civil engineering. simulation; for
example. FORTRAN, COBOL. COGO. SlMSCRIPT.
Synouynrous with problem-oriented language. (Ti
(2-) A problem-oriented language whose statements
contain or resemble the terminology of the occupation
or profession of the user. (A)

application plan The control structure produced
during the hind process and used by the D132 program
to process SQL statements during application exe-
cution.

application problem A problem submitted by an end
user and requiring information processing for its sol—
ution. (T)

application profile In VSE, a control block in which
the system stores the characteristics of one or more
application programs.

application program (1) A program that is specific
to the solution of an application problem. Synony-
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motrs with application software. (T) (2) A program
written for or by a user that applies to the user's work.
such as a program that. does inventory control or
payroll. (3) A program used to connect and commu—
nicate with stations in a network, enabling users to

perform application-oriented activities. (4) In
SDF/CICS. the program using the physical maps and
symbolic description maps generated from a source
map set.

application program exit routine in VTAM pro
grams. a user-written exi-I routine that performs func-
tions for a particular application program and is run as
part of the application program: for example. the RPL
exit routine. the EXLS’I‘ exit routine. and the TES'I‘CB
exit routine. Contrast with installation exit routine.

application program identification The symbolic
atone by which an application program is identified to
VTAM programs. It is specified in the APPLID
parameter of the ACE macroinstruction.

application program image In the IBM 3601
Finance Communication System, an application

program that has been processed by the finance image
processor and ready to be inserted into :1 load image
or transmitted to the 360] Finance Coauuttnicalion
Controller.

application program interface (AP!) (1) A func—
tional interface supplied by the operating system or by
it separately or‘demblc licensed program that allows an
applicalit'ni program written in a high—level language to
use specific data or functions of the operaling system
or the licensed program. (2) The interface through
which an application program interacts with an access
methrnl. [n VTAM programs. it is the language struc-
ture used in control blocks so that application pro—

grams can reference them and be identified to VTAM.

application program major node In VTAM pro-
grams. a group of appiication program minor nodes.
in the VTAM definition library. it is a member. hook.
or file that contains one or more APPL statements,

which represent application programs. In MVS, it is a
member of the library; in VSE, it is a book; and in
VM, it is a CMS file of filetype VTAMLIST.

application programmer A programmer who designs
programming systems and other applications for a user
that applies to the user‘s work.

Application Programming Interface In Syslenrr'38,
the Control Program Facility (CPF) graphics routines
that perform basic graphics tasks when called by high—
level language application programs.

application program output limits In lMSi’VS. an

option that allows users to limit are? size and numberof output segments producedA [WOWQQQQB7
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clipping plane

clipping plane In AIX graphics. primitive space that
is; manned In normalized viewing coordinates in homo—
geneous coordinates. The clipping plant-:5 x=+w.
y=+w. or z=+w correspond to the lel’l. right, top,
linllom, near, and far planes bounding the viewing
frustum.

clipping region In AIX Enhanced X—Windows, a type
of graphics output. In a graphics context, the image
defined by the bitmap or rectangles used to restrict
output to a particular region of a window.

CLK Clock.

clock (CLK) (l) A device that generates periodic,
accurately spaced signals used for purposes such as
timing, regulation of the operations of a processor or
generation of interrupts. (T) (A) (2) In data com-
munication, equipment that provides a time base used
in a transmission system to control the timing of
certain functions such as sampling, and to control the
duration of signal elements. (I) (A) (3) See
master clock. (4) See also time-of—day clock.

clock/calendar In personal computers, a function pro-
vided by several software applications and multifunc-
tion boards that keeps track of the time and date
regardless of whether the computer is on or off; it
replaces a desktop clock and calendar and allows
recording of appointments such as meeting dates and
travel arrangements.

clock comparator A System/370 hardware feature
that causes an interruption when the time-of—day clock
has equaled or exceeded the value specified by a
program or virtual machine.

clocking (1) In binary synchronous communication,
the use of clock pulses to control synchronization of
data and control characters. (2) A method of control—
ling the number of data bits sent on a telecommuni—
cation line in a given time. (3) See bit clocking,
external clocking, internal clocking.

clocking bits Magnetically encoded signals, usually
zeros, that precede the data and that are used for
establishing timing intervals on an identification
card. (T) (A)

clock pointer In the 08/2 operating system, a visual
cue in the shape of a clock that indicates that the com—
puter is performing operations. The mouse pointer
changes to this shape while the computer is proc—
essmg.

clock pulse (1) A synchronization signal provided by
a clock. (A) (2) Synonym for clock signal.

clock register Synonym for timer.
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clock signal (1) A periodic signal used for synchroni-
zation and for measuring intervals of time. (T)
(2) Synonymous with clock pulse.

clock track A track on which a pattern of signals is
recorded to provide a timing reference. (I) (A)

close (1) The function that ends the connection
between a file and a program, and ends the processing.
Contrast with open. (2) A data manipulation function
that ends the connection between a file and a program.
Contrast with open. (3) To end the processing of a
file. (4) In the AIX operating system, to end an
activity and remove that window from the display.

Close In SAA Advanced Common User Access archi-
tecture, a choice that removes a window and all its
associated windows from the screen.

closed circuit In multimedia applications, a system of
transmitting television signals from a point of origin to
one or many restricted destination points specially
equipped to receive the signals.

closed fix package In the IBM 8100 Information
System, the last fix package that applies to a given
service level. A closed fix package is always num—
bered 99.

closed loop (1) A loop whose execution can be inter—
rupted only by intervention from outside the program
in which the loop is included. (A) (2) Synonym for
infinite loop. (T)

close dot In some graphical user interfaces, the small
rectangle in the upper left corner of dialog boxes,
messages, and selection boxes used to Close the
message or box.

closedown (1) The deactivation of a device, program,
or system. (2) In ACF/TCAM, the orderly deacti-
vation of the message control program (MCP).
(3) See also cancel closedown, flush closedown,
orderly closedown, quick closedown.

closed security environment In computer security, an
environment in which authentications, clearances, and
configuration controls provide a sufficient presumption
that malicious logic has not been introduced and
provide sufficient assurance that malicious logic will
not be introduced prior to or during the operation of
the system. Contrast with open security environment.

closed shop Pertaining to the operation of a computer
facility in which most productive problem program-
ming is performed by a group of programming spe-
cialists rather than by the problem originators. The
use of the computer itself may also be described as

closed shop if full-time trained thfibomowflflg
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